CCSSEF (Foundation) Indoor Range Questions and Answers for CCSSEF MEMBERS;
Q: How much will it cost me to be a member of the “Indoor Range” (IR)?
A: In addition to your regular CCSSEF (Foundation) membership, the IR fee will be $75.00 per year.
Q: Do I have to be a Member of CCSSEF to be a member of the Indoor Range (IR)
A: Yes. Only CCSSEF Members can be Members of the Indoor Range.
Q: If I’m a member of CCSSEF, do I have to pay the IR fee?
A: CCSSEF members do not have to pay the Indoor Range Fee if they choose not to use the Indoor Range.
Q: What if I’m a Foundation Member, but not a Member of the Indoor Range and decide I want to use/try the
Indoor Range.
A: Non Members of the Indoor Range will be able to use the Indoor Range during “Public Hours” and will pay a
fee of $20.00 per hour.
Q: As a Member of the Indoor Range, when can I use the Indoor Range?
A: Generally from 8am to 11pm during “non scheduled” hours.
Q: As a member, does an RSO have to be on duty for the Indoor Range for me to use it?
A: Normally, Yes. A Volunteer RSO should be on duty during “Open Hours”. Note that our CRSO and Training
Staff are working on an indoor range certification program that will allow ‘Certified IR Users’ any “Open” time
use.
Q: If I’m an IR Member, can I bring a Guest to the IR?
A: Yes. The Foundation’s current “Guest policy” will apply. Members are responsible to ensure that Guest
waiver forms are completed and signed and that the “Guest Policy” is not abused.
Q: As an IR Member, can I shoot in the IR during “Public Hours”?
A: Yes. However, priority will be given to public customers during “Public Hours”.
Q: As an IR Member can I use the IR during “Off Hours”?
A: The IR Committee and CRSO and Training Staff are working on an indoor range certification program that
will allow ‘Certified IR Users’ “Off Hours” use. One issue that needs to be resolved is the equipment (air
exchange, water pump, heat & lights) start-up cost. This may take a couple of months of operation to
determine.
Q: As a Member of the Ferry Brook Junior Rifle Team, can I shoot during Open and Public Hours?
A: Yes. Provided you are accompanied by an adult or supervised by a Coach, RSO/Instructor. Public customers
still have priority during Public Hours.

